Dissent and Activism in Contemporary Visual Arts in Nigeria: An Examination of Jelili
Atiku's Performance Art.
By Akinwale Onipede
The paper examines the performance art of Jelili Atiku in view of its departure from the norm
in contemporary visual arts practice in Nigeria. It also contextualizes the socio-political
undertones and themes that drive and situate his performances in human rights activism both
locally and internationally.
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Introduction
The visual arts in Nigeria have through the ages been deployed to different uses such
as religion, festivities, prestige, documentation, education and entertainment (Akenzua 2010,
Erediauwa 2007, Eyo 1990, Trowell qtd in Willett 2000). It was not until recently, observes
Eyo, that the visual arts were made to serve other motives outside of the above listed scope
(1990) and Jelili Atiku is without doubt one of the contemporary artists in Nigeria who have
expanded the traditional functions of art to include rights activism and dissent.
The history of world art is replete with the urge for the discovery of “the new” with
breakthroughs in art from one epoch to the other, traceable to artists who have dared to be
different by transcending conventional practices to attaining new representational concepts
and formats which define the perceived notion of beauty and art of their age (Adejumo 2007,
Azeez 2006 and Balogun 2007). As a result of experimentations and the urge for the
invention of “the new”, movements and styles such as “impressionism, fauvism, abstraction,
cubism, modernism, minimalism, conceptual, installation, performance art” and many more
have been added to the history of world art, and by extension, contemporary artistic
expressions in Nigeria (Janson and Janson 2002: 511, 562, 569, 597, 625, 627 and 630) .
Performance art is not entirely new in Nigeria but it had always been classified under
theatrical practices for ages (Atiku, oral interview). The performances of the Gelede and Efe
masqueraders in the Yewa region of Yoruba land for example can be equated with modern
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performance art, particularly Atiku’s, which has shown tremendous influence of the Yoruba
masking traditions. Also, the deployment of the Gelede and Efe masquerades’ performances
to lampooning societal ills and culprits finds contemporary offshoot and equal in Atiku’s
activist’s oeuvre. Performance art’s history as a visual art form internationally dates back to
the early twentieth century (Janson and Janson 2002, Chilvers 2004) and locally in Nigeria to
the exploits of Taiwo Olaniyi, also known as Twin Seven Seven, in the sixties and seventies;
Jerry Buhari and Jacob Jari in the early nineties (Atiku, oral interview). Its hitherto
unpopularity as a visual art form, states Atiku, is as a result of the attitude of Africans to seek
external validation before certain indigenous cultural feats are accorded their due importance.
The non inclusion of performance art in schools’ curriculum and the adherence to the
conventional art genres taught in schools are also given as reasons for its unpopularity (oral
interview).

Dissent and Activism in the Visual Arts in Nigeria
Dissent and activism in the visual arts predate the arrival of Atiku on the art scene as
there have been visual artists such as Akinola Lasekan, Ben Enwonwu, the “Zaria rebels”,
Dele Jegede, Nsikak Essien, Dili Humphrey Umezulike, and others who have used art to
champion causes such as nationalism, Negritude, chastity and waste management. Akinola
Lasekan (1916 – 72), reports Egunlae, was probably the first Nigerian artist whose works
(cartoons) were channeled towards a cause in a manner that can be described as activism
(1985). He was the cartoonist for the West African Pilot newspapers from 1948 – 61. Fosu
states that his cartoons during the colonial rule were “provocative” and “weapons of political
propaganda against colonialism and for promoting national consciousness” (1986: 8). He
nevertheless paid the price for his activism in 1966 when one of his cartoons was
misunderstood by the Aguiyi Ironsi led military government as a result of which he was made
to spend a month in detention (Egunlae 1985).
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Ben Enwonwu (1921 - 94) was a sculptor and painter reputed for being one of the
earliest Nigerian artists to gain international fame (Egunlae 1985, Ikwuemesi 1996). Though
trained in Western art techniques and philosophy, his dissent and activism could be seen in
his rejection of a blanket adoption of Western canons of beauty and pictorial representation
(Egonwa 2000 - 2001, Ikwuemesi 1996). Enwonwu, in alignment with the nationalistic
fervour of the pre-independence period, the “preserve our culture” policy of the Kenneth
Murray School (Egonwa 2000 – 2001: 53) and

“Negritude – the African personality

philosophy” of the 1930s and 1940s, championed by Leopold Sedar Senghor, Leon Damas
and Aime Cesaire, espoused the entrenchment of aspects of African traditional art forms in
his works. This viewpoint was to later inspire members of the Zaria Art Society; a group of
students of the then Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology, popularly called
“Zaria rebels” (Fosu 1986: 62).
Artists like Dele Jegede in his 1986 exhibition titled Paradise Battered, Tola Wewe in
two of his exhibitions; Beyond Visual Beauty (1990) and Rhythms of Ona (1996), Osahenye
Kainebi in his 2009 exhibition titled Thrashing and Dili Humphrey Umezulike have had
works with which they have taken stance either to draw attention to a cause or to outrightly
express their opposition to certain societal maladies. The entire oeuvre of Dili Humphrey
Umezulike, popularly known as Junkman, with his assemblage and repurposing of junk and
disused materials signifies a protest against conventional art materials and artistic formats,
the commoditization of art, consumption patterns, abuse of the urban environment and, the
“culture of waste” (Offoedu-Okeke 2012: 480).
Jelili Atiku’s performance art clearly deviates from the usual genres like painting,
sculpture, drawing, graphic designs, ceramics and textile designs. The uniqueness of his art is
in its dedication to activism and other causes locally and globally. He came up at the point
when Nigerian artists were exploring new grounds of creative possibilities. Despite being a
trained sculptor, his preference for performance art is influenced by the adaptability to which
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the genre has lent itself, to address sundry issues such as the need to decolonize the self and
the society by consistently bringing to the front burner cultural issues of leadership, security
and protection, affecting humanity generally (oral interview).
Performance art, states Janson and Janson “combines aspects of happenings and
conceptual Art with installations” (2002: 627). It is an art form in which the artist’s body,
rather than an object is the art work. According to Chilvers, it is “an art form combining
elements of theatre, music, and the visual arts” (2004: 532). Ogunji sees performance art as a
powerful tool and agent of social change. She clarifies its dissimilarity with theatre thus:
The theatre is narrative and happens with an audience in a particular kind of
way... It’s also repeatable in ways that performance art is not. Performance art
can happen anywhere, in public or private, with or without an audience. The
body is the main material/tool. And oftentimes what happens in performance
art only happens once (Interview).
Atiku’s performance art can be classified under three broad categories based on the
thematic focus and features they exude. These are the cultural, the rights/activism and the
third category that intersects the cultural and the rights activism. Under the cultural category
are performances such as Araferaku, Oduduwa Meets Métis and Orunmila and Sotdae Visit
You. Most of Atiku’s works fall under the rights-activism category. These include Rawson’s
Boat, Ewa wo-Awaiting Trial Persons, Who is Afraid of FOI Bill? NGA Bill…Kill Me the
More,

Nigerian

Fetish,

Victim

of

Political

Assassination,

Kill Not This Country (Maanifesito II), Amoriya Weds Hon. Yerima among others. The third
category comprises works such as Jelili Atiku is for Sale, he is a piece of artwork, Quarry
Performance, Street Models and Egungun-Alabala Mandela (Oginrinringinrin I).
The focus of this paper is on the rights-activism category under which performances
protesting the proliferation of nuclear weapons, poverty, hunger, injustice, inhuman
conditions and oppression are examined. As observed by Atiku, “a lot of things happen in
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Nigeria and outside that give a lot of pains. There is need for forums for consistent dialogue
on these issues that affect humanity in general” (oral interview).

Dissent and Activism in Atiku’s Performance Art
Atiku’s debut as a performance artist was with E wa wo: Awaiting Trial Persons, 1 a
campaign against prison congestion, enacted at the Visual Arts Unit, Department of Creative
Arts, University of Lagos, Akoka, in 2004 (online interview). The performance had the artist
stooping on all four with head drooped and making inscriptions on the sand within a space
enclosed by improvised metal barriers. The intention, it appeared, was to create an image of a
helpless prisoner, lost in deep thoughts behind bars.

Plate 1: E wa wo - The Nigerian Prisoner.
Performed at the Visual Arts Unit, University
of Lagos, Akoka, 2004. Photo: Nkeiruka C.
Nzejiama.

E wa wo: The Nigerian Prisoner, according to Atiku who is also the founder of a
rights group called Advocate for Human Rights through Arts (AHRA), was a “campaign
against the practice of ‘holding charge’ in the Nigerian Justice Administrative System"
(Guardian online). The Holding Charge, states Yusuff
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, is “an obnoxious practice in

Nigerian criminal justice system which permits the remand of criminal suspects in prison
custody indefinitely" (Guardian online). Nigerian prisons, observes AHRA;
Lacks almost every international recommendation for that institution... It lacks
both deterrent and reformatory values... It has become very costly for the
economy. It is physiologically, psychologically and emotionally destructive. It
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is socially damaging. It is culturally abhorrent and it is penalogically
disastrous (Guardian online).
It is against this backdrop of the conditions of Nigerian prisons, as highlighted by AHRA,
and the “holding charge” practice, expressed in Atiku’s E wa wo: The Nigerian Prisoner that
activism in the performance could be appreciated.
Closely related to Ewa wo... is the performance titled NGA Bill…Kill Me the More,
performed at the 12th Lagos Book and Art Festival at the National Theatre, Lagos, in 2010.
The performance was a protest against a bill sponsored by Hon. Tunde Akogun as “an act to
repeal and re-enact the National Gallery of Art Act, Cap. N41 Laws of the Federation of
Nigeria” (qtd. in Atiku 2010, Performance information brochure). The bill reads in part:
...Be it enacted by the National Assembly of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria as follows… Every contemporary visual work of art originating in
Nigeria or not originating in Nigeria but is being sold or auctioned or
exhibited for sale in Nigeria, shall be registered, stamped and issued a
number by the Gallery… (Atiku 2010).

Plate 2: NGA Bill...Kill Me The
More. Performed at the 12th
Lagos Book and Art Festival,
National

Theatre,

Lagos,

Nigeria, 2010. Photo: Gabriel
Thomas.

The intent of the bill was objectionable to artists generally. Atiku’s performance was
done to remonstrate and prevent the passing of the bill. Atiku’s angst in the performance, he
states, was to express both personal and collective concerns over the bill, thereby,
enlightening, pleading, influencing and objecting to an unpopular and stifling legislation
(Atiku 2010).
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Amoriya Weds Hon. Yerima, 3 was a performance enacted to expose the evil of child
marriage, following the passing of a bill in the Nigerian Senate to allow paedophiles, typified
by Senator Sanni Yerima, to abuse and take advantage of Nigerian girls. Senator Sanni
Yerima had earlier taken an underage Egyptian girl as wife to the chagrin of Nigerians. The
performance took the form of a real wedding with all accoutrements; such that passersby
were taken in, believing that it was real. The performance elicited pertinent questions from
passersby such as “isn’t the bride too young for marriage?”, “what sort of man will take this
small girl as wife?” signifying the success of Atiku’s mission. Atiku in the performance
sensitized people to the plight of some Nigerian minors who are hurriedly rushed into
marriage by greedy parents and unconscionable men thereby exposing them to the risk of
Vesico Vaginal Fistula (VVF) 4 which has become prevalent in the northern part of Nigeria,
with about eight hundred thousand cases reported in Nigeria annually (United Nations).

Plate

3:

Amoriya

Weds

Hon.

Yerima.

Performed in Ejigbo, Lagos, in August 2013,
Photo: Akin Onipede

The various stages of the performance of Amoriya Weds Hon. Yerima had different
lessons to teach: ranging from the enlightenment on child abuse and violence against the girl
child, to health risks and the enslavement of the girl child as expressed in the after-wedding
picture of the bride who appeared caged like an animal, indicating her helplessness and fate
as she was dragged through life precariously, having little or no input or say in her destiny.
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Plate
Caged

4:

Amoriya
by

Hon.

Yerima. Performed in
Ejigbo,

Lagos,

in

August 2013, Photo:
Akin Onipede

Victim of Political Assassination was performed at the Ahmadu Bello University,
Zaria, the Lagos State House of Assembly and the Ejigbo Police Divisional Headquarters,
Lagos between 2005 and 2007. The performance entailed the artist lying on his back on the
bare ground, wrapped with the Nigerian flag and tied in the legs in the manner of a dead man.
All parts of the “dead man’s” body were wrapped except the head and, the right arm which
was dirtied and outstretched. The performance recalled the memory of many persons
assassinated in Nigeria for political reasons, in circumstances that were not only shocking but
disturbing. Personalities such as Dele Giwa, Ken Saro Wiwa, Obi Wali, M.K.O. Abiola,
Kudirat Abiola, Alfred Rewani, Bola Ige, Funsho Williams, Ogbonnaya Uche, Bagauda
Kalto, Marshall Harry, Odunayo Olagbaju, Ahmed Patigi, Victor Nwankwo, Barnabas Igwe
and his wife, Abigail, Aminasoari Dikibo, Ayo Daramola, Andrew Agom, Godwin Agbroko,
Abayomi Ogundeji, Bayo Ohu, Dipo Dina, Olu Omotehinwa, Suliat Adedeji, Toyin
Onagoruwa, Layi Balogun, Charles Nsiegbe and others too numerous to list. 5
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Plate

5:

Victim

of

Political Assassination,
2007.

Photo:

Washington Uba

The performance was an indictment of the security agencies in Nigeria which have failed to
resolve many of these cases till date. It also signified a call to the politicians and government
functionaries to put a stop to the spate of gruesome killings and allow true democracy, in
which the popular will of the people will thrive and reign supreme.
Nigerian Fetish was performed in 2012 in solidarity with the Nigerian masses who
demonstrated against moves by the Federal government to increase fuel pump price through
the removal of fuel subsidy. The Nigerian people have been subjected to series of fuel
subsidy removals by successive governments, resulting in unjustifiable suffering. Experts,
including David West have posited that fuel subsidy was nonexistent and a lie 6 and that it
was possible to sell petroleum products even at cheaper rates rather than contemplating
increase in price (www.vanguardngr.com). In consonance with some other Nigerians, Atiku
came out to protest the removal of fuel subsidy.
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Plate 6: Nigerian Fetish, 2012. Photo
Tajudeen Busari

In the performance he was dressed like a masquerade emblazoned with placards
which stuck out from his body bearing different inscriptions some of which included “stop
inflicting suffering on us”, “this is modern slavery”, “remove oil cabal now”, “this is the
essence of leadership”, “create sufficient jobs”, “ensure stable power supply”. The aim of the
performance, Atiku states, was to make Nigerian president heed to the wish of the people
(Atiku, 2012).
Atiku’s performance art is not motivated solely by local happenings. Global issues
such as the proliferation of nuclear weapons, the indiscriminate dumping of industrial wastes,
human rights abuses and the deification of global icons are addressed in Ologbere
(Oginrinringinrin II), Eleegba (Oginrinringinrin III), I Will Not Stroll With Thami El Glaoui,
Afamako, Egungun-Alabala Mandela (Oginrinringinrin I), 7 amongst others.
Ologbere (Oginrinringinrin II) according to the artist was a clamour for global safety
and the survival of mankind through monitoring and prevention of the spread of nuclear
weapons and nuclear weapons producing states. The performance was Atiku’s intervention; it
involved:
A processional walk during which the artist, clad in the flags of the five
nuclear weapons states, namely; United States, Russia, United Kingdom,
France and China pulled along the skeleton of a woman, which was laid
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on a wooden-carriage and dragged along in the streets with a rope… In the
course of the walk, the performer occasionally fed the skeleton with milk.
The performance ended in a gallery space (Fylkingen) where all the
objects of the performance were installed and text was incorporated
(Atiku, 2014).

Plate 7: Ologbere (Oginrinringinrin
II), performed in Sweden on Friday
April 11, 2014. Photo by Chelsea
Coon.

Elégbà, the main character in Eleegba (Atiku, 2014) is a benevolent spirit in Yoruba
tradition where he, according to Atiku:
Assigns corporal punishment(s) to whosoever deserves to be molded in
character or human values… In this performance, five mannequins dressed in
the flags of the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France and China,
were installed in a public space. The performer– a deconstructed human image
danced energetically around the mannequins and whipped them viciously. The
actions were accompanied by sounds of Yoruba drums which filtered through
numerous small speakers that were fastened on the body of the performer. The
audience was involved in the performance through writing of the text from the
object of performance: 48 paged document which contain the history of the
spread of nuclear weapons. The text include: Nuclear Development!!! Nuclear
Revolution!!! Uranium
Mining!!! Nuclear Weapons!!! Nuclear
Spread!!!Nuclear Power!!! (Atiku, 2014).
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Plate 8: Eleegba (Oginrinringinrin III), Gordon Institute for Performing and Creative Arts (GIPCA) Cape
Town, South Africa, (Thursday 4 and Friday 5 September, 2014). Photo by Ashley Walters.

With the performance, Atiku, acting the character of Elegba, takes up the responsibility of
speaking on behalf of humankind by chiding the super powers for their roles in the spread
and threat of nuclear weapons which are potential danger that have kept the human race and
other lives on earth in perpetual fear of being destroyed.
In Afamako, performed in Transmediale Festival, Berlin, in 2014, Atiku draws on
Nigerian history at the beginning of the country’s break into global oil business in the 1950s,
to reconstruct the pathetic reality of deprivation and suffering amidst plenty of the working
masses of the period (Atiku, 2014). Afamako, according to Atiku was a corrupted version of
“Afam and Co”, a construction company notorious for its poor and inhuman working
conditions in a period which ordinarily should have been buoyant as a result of the discovery
of oil but which proved contrary as a result of insensitivity and indifference to the plight of
the masses (Atiku, 2014). Afamako therefore, is emblematic of suffering and inhuman
conditions. “It was a … processional performance …in which the artist’s body becomes a
warehouse for the e-waste with integration of actions and interaction with the space and the
audience” (Atiku, 2014). The artist had his body strapped with e-waste materials that were
imported to Nigeria from the West. E-waste are banned substances whether for import or
export, because they constitute health hazards.

Plate 9: Afamako, Transmediale
Festival, Berlin, Germany on
Thursday January 30, 2014. Photo by
Alysse Kushinski.
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The performance, apart from being a commentary on the socio-economic conditions
in Nigeria, is also a protest and an indictment of the Western nations who for economic gains
endanger lives in the developing world by exposing the people to health hazards.

Conclusion:
There are more performances by Atiku than have been examined in the paper but
enough to establish the theme of dissension and activism in his work. Atiku, through his
performances interrogates tricky and explosive issues of national and global importance in
ways that could only have been permitted under the cover of artistic freedom. His aim is not
to entertain even though some bits of entertainment creeps in unintended, for example,
feeding the skeleton with milk in Ologbere (Oginrinringinrin II), pulling the caged Amoriya
in a cart in Amoriya weds Hon. Yerima, and whipping the mannequins representing the five
super powers in Eleegba (Oginrinringinrin III). Atiku also does not set out to mesmerize with
artistic skills as is done with the conventional genres of art such as drawing, painting,
sculpture, textile, etc; instead, he takes on weighty issues of public and universal importance
via artistic means, to foster understanding and responsiveness so that the wrongs can be
corrected and the fate of humanity improved.
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Notes
1. E wawo: Awaiting Trial Persons, literally translates as “Come and see the Awaiting
Trial Persons.” Many of Atiku’s titles are deeply rooted in Yoruba culture and
philosophy and according to him, are art works in their own rights.
2. Yusuff, O. Azeez, an enlightenment officer with Advocate for Human Rights through
Arts (AHRA), a rights group formed by Jelili Atiku in furtherance of his activism.
3. Amoriya Weds Hon. Yerima was performed at 29, Ifoshi Road, Ejigbo, Lagos on
Saturday, August 10th, 2013. Amoriya is a Hausa word meaning bride.
4. Vesico Vaginal Fistula (VVF) is a pathetic health condition caused by childbirth
complications in minors. It may also result from forceful penetration of a minor by
adult thereby resulting in the rupture of the tracts of the girl child thus causing faeces
and urine to leak involuntarily from the girl’s vagina, making them to live with foul
smell permanently. According to the United Nations Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA) representative in Nigeria, Ratidzai Ndhlovu, most of the affected girls apart
from losing their babies during the harrowing childbirth are also abandoned by their
husbands who put them in the condition in the first instance and are stigmatized by
families, communities and are later ostracized. (Premium Times, August 8, 2015).
<www.premiumtimesng.com/news>.
5. Adapted from Igbinovia, P.E. The Criminal in All of Us: Whose Ox Have we Not
Taken? University of Benin Inaugural Lecture Series 71, p.143.
6. Professor Tam David West, a former minister of petroleum, has repeatedly affirmed
that the alleged fuel price subsidy is a hoax and a means of looting the treasury.
7. Oginrinringinrin, according to the artist is a Yoruba word which literally means deep
insight. It is used in the context of the performances to refer to the potentiality of
human body as it becomes symbolic objects and metaphorical contents that will aid
the expansion of human awareness on critical issues of human values and security.
8. Egungun, simply translates as masquerade.
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